Becoming a Reiki Master

I have talked often of traveling your own spiritual path, outside of organized mandates and
structures. Some would have us believe that there is only one pathway to God or to enlightenment.
Once several decades ago, I discovered that this line of thinking to be flawed. I once belonged to
an organization that elevated itself by saying it was the only pathway to God.
However, by studying its foundation, its recorded history as written at that time, I discovered
what the current church history taught and the history that actually existed was as different as
day is to night. I resigned my association with that group and decided to seek a different path, this
time outside of structured organizations, as each seem to be more concerned with the present than
what actually transpired in their own dark days of evolution.
I have respect for anyone who follows their creed and dogmas as established by their religion.
However, I do not have respect for those who use and abuse their religion for profit and fame. All
too often, we see television evangelists fall from their soapbox as they partake of the sins and
t emptation they warn others to avoid. It is almost as if they believe they have a dispensation
granted to them if they break the very commandments, they teach others to follow. The flow of
money into their coffers seems to transform them into ministers outside of what they preach to
others.
Walking the spiritual path does not require association or membership within the organized
structured religions that confound so many. With over 30,000 Christian sects, it is hard to
understand how any one of them can claim sole authorship of God’s domain. We have three major
religions, Christianity, Islam, and Judaism, all claiming divine authorship and each in conflict with
each other.
Walking the spiritual path suggests that for each of us there exist multiple pathways to find this
enlightenment, in other words, if enlightenment is reaching the summit of a mountain, then there
exist many trails to the top, not just one. We can follow switch-backs, we can follow meandering
trails, or we can make our own trail to the top. At any given moment, we elect what trails to follow
when we come to junctions. We must decide whether we turn left or right or go straight ahead.

I have found that our spiritual path is unique to each of us, some travel this path by membership in
organized religion, and others find that their journey is outside of the four walls required of a
church. I have found that through my study of life after death as evident by ghosts. I have come
to a much greater understanding of what happens after death. I am no longer afraid of death; it is
just a transition from one room to another. We continue our journey beyond the grave.
Religion cannot answer those questions; they have no source of knowledge that is current and
verifiable by their leaders. Af t er r ecor ding mor e t han 5,000 ghost voices f r om over 1,500
investigations at 386 different locations, I have been able to draw some basic conclusions. The first
conclusion is that our understanding of life after death as suggested by the Bible is not evident by
the 5,000 spirits that we have recorded as EVP.
We have firsthand experience that life continues beyond the grave. We take with us our
intelligence, our emotions, and our personalities. If we were stubborn in this life, once we are dead,
we will still be just as stubborn. This may account as to why some may not believe that they are
dead. Oh yes, beyond the grave there exists the full complexities of the human nature, we have
love, hate, anger as well as compassion.
Some ask about a whit e light or t unnel t hat Near Deat h Exper iencer s r epor t . The white light and
tunnel is observed by those who return to their body, not for those who die. Those who die do not
apparently see a white light or tunnel to guide them beyond that realm. So many exist on the other
side mirroring what they did on this side of the grave. Not all who die remain as ghosts/spirits,
some move onward into some other realm beyond the spirit dimension.
Religion has caused more death and wars than any other philosophy. Many have turned from religion
seeking peace and spirituality outside of the four walls of organized religion. Some have turned to
align with Native American teachings; others turn to Pagan practices, such as Wicca. When someone
turns away from religion, it does not mean they turn away from God.
When I say each of us must find our spiritual path, I am suggesting that we each can find God in
our own and separate ways whether it is inside or outside of religion. For me, I find that by
understanding the weirdness of quantum mechanics I am able to understand in part about the
importance about how intent can change the outcome within the subatomic field. The mere act of
observing, or in other words, of creating intent, changes the outcome within the subatomic realm.
It is this idea that intent is such a powerful tool to effect outcomes that one may seek. It is this
intent that becomes the switch to empower the wonderful realm of Reiki energy. While traditional
masters who are rigid and steeped in charging an arm and leg to anyone desiring to become a Reiki
Master. They have dominated the Reiki field, but this is no longer the case. Many new Reiki Masters
are more concerned with empowering individuals with this new Reiki power than their pocketbooks.
As a Reiki Master, you can do more than just heal the body, mind, and spirit. A Reiki Master can
open the dimensional doorways and achieve interdimensional access into the past, present, or the
future. There are symbols and sacred words that act as switches to open these portals and by your
intent opens the past, present, or future.

While the traditional Masters require time and money t o achieve each Reiki level, I do not . J ust as
in college, a whole term of classes is allocated to the study of a single book over a three-month
period. However, a person could simply read the book and gain the knowledge instead of sitting in
class and discussing the book for three months. I believe in being self-taught, if you can read and
comprehend, why be forced to wait for months as a teacher slowly discloses the material when you
can sit down and read it in one evening.
Once you learn the sacred symbols and sacred words and how to use them, I will show you how to
self-attune and become a Reiki Master using symbols incorporated by Dr. Usui and symbols used by
the Tibetan masters. According to the Western traditions, the original Master who rediscovered
Reiki energy in Japan self-attuned himself to this energy. The Eastern traditions suggest that this
Reiki energy was discovered in China long before Dr. Usui rediscovered it in Japan. This Chinese
peasant also self-attuned to this energy. The actual history of Reiki is lost in the mist of time.
This is a spiritual path that will add to your existing knowledge and will not be in conflict. Reiki is
not a religion; it is learning how to use God’s energy for the good of mankind. I will show you how to
self-attune to this Reiki energy. You can change your life for the better by using Reiki energy. The
Reiki Master course is not difficult and it will change your life if you allow it.
I am offering the Reiki Master Certification program to others. Instead of taking years to become
a Reiki Mast er , we of f er a unique t r aining pr ogr am so you can become a Reiki Mast er in 48 hour s. If
you are already a Reiki Master, but not attuned to be a teacher, take this course and you will
receive the full attunements to teach others. As a Certified Reiki Master, you can teach others and
give the Reiki Master attunement.
The Reiki energy healing system is based on the belief that thoughts have the power to direct
energy. This healing system works by raising the vibrations of the being or object to be healed,
closer to that of the practitioner. Reiki is a multidimensional energy healing system, which can heal
the cause of a problem at whatever level it may exist—body, mind, or spirit. Reiki is not a religion,
but it is God’s energy that is available to all who are attuned to it.
After completing my Reiki Master course, which includes all levels of Reiki, (Reiki Level 1, Reiki
Level 2, and Reiki Master) you can use Reiki energy to attract money, lose weight, stop annoying
habits, block negative energy, heal the sick, heal from a distance, balance your chakras, stop
smoking, improve relationships, heal emotional issues from the past, access the past, present, and
future, as well as starting a Reiki healing business, or hold classes to train other students to
become Reiki Masters. Using Reiki becomes a way of life. It does not violate any creeds or dogmas
of Western or ganized r eligions.
This would be a great part time business to run from your home. You can hold classes and certify
new Reiki Masters, or do spiritual healing on animals, pets, or people. You do not need to be psychic
or a sensitive, as Reiki energy flows because of your attunement. You can feel the Reiki energy
flowing through your body as you do healings. This is something real, not imagined.
Once you become certified, I provide all of the training material so you can start your own business
by teaching classes to train new Reiki Masters, or start your own spiritual healing practice. Change

must start with you first, working outward. Make today the day of change for you. For more
information go to www.ghostweb.com/reiki.html.
Kind regards,
Dr. Dave Oester, Reiki Master

